
Paladin Resource Group 

St. Augustine, FL 32092 

 

To Whom it may Concern, 

This letter is written as a Letter of Recommendation for Mr. Larry Crow and Competitive Edge Gunworks.  

I have had the distinct pleasure of both observing the quality, craftsmanship and attention to detail in his 

weapon system as well as personally utilizing his custom rifles, weapons parts, Action, and stocks. Mr. 

Crows forward thinking, professional support network and in-depth knowledge as a gunsmith has 

resulted in products that truly support the end user, from Military Special Operations forces in Iraq and 

Afghanistan to Law Enforcement, Snipers, Hunters and Sport Marksman. 

As a veteran of the US Army Special Operations community I am proud to have introduced Competitive 

Edge Gunworks weapons, stocks, to members of the United States Army Special Forces Command and 

the United States Special Operations Command. Our nation's Special Operations Soldiers will be in solid 

hands during the War on Terror utilizing the quality products provided by Competitive Edge Gunworks 

The high quality Remington model 700 is an outstanding upgrade to my rifle in comparison to other 

upgrade stocks the Competitive Edge Gunworks stock. Incorporates the trigger guard and magazine 

acceptable floor plate system all in one package. Many manufacturers are marketing a simple magazine 

floor plate assembly for higher prices than this entire stock system. This stock also allows the end user to 

utilize any AR-Type  buttstock that is most comfortable. The innovation of this stock and Competitive 

Edge Gunworks ability to market it at an affordable price is bound to create a strong following within the 

Civilian, Law Enforcement and Military communities alike. 

Mr. Crows higher end custom rifles are without a doubt constructed with some of the closest attention 

to detail found in the business. Sharp edges are nonexistent and the ergonomics of the shooter were 

fully taken into account during construction. The stocks will fit the shooter with multiple adjustments for 

the truly custom configuration with great fit and finish professional attention to detail and truly 

understanding customer service shooters utilizing this Rifle or any of the other multiple items available 

through Competitive Edge Gunworks will undoubtedly be completely satisfied. 

Competitive Edge Gunworks weapon system are currently in the hands of U.S. Special Operations 

soldiers and Law Enforcement personnel. These men are in route to Iraq, Afghanistan and undisclosed 

locations overseas serving with both Sniper Teams and Overwatch Security Teams. These systems will 

continue to set the standard for bolt action superior rifle accuracy and durability. No one can go wrong 

utilizing the weapons system and parts from Competitive Edge Gunworks. I give my highest professional 

recommendation to Mr. Larry Crow and Competitive Edge Gunworks. 

Respectfully, 

 Michael Peck, CEO of Paladin Resource Group. 

 



Mike Peck- Captain,  Special Operations Officer/ Pilot- 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment 

(Airborne) Coming from a military family, with his grandfather parachuting into Normandy with the 101st 

Airborne Division and his father serving in Vietnam with the 5th Special Forces Group, Mike entered the 

Active Duty in 1989 at the United States Military Academy at West Point graduating in 1993 with a 

degree in Leadership and Management and a minor in Systems Engineering, Mike was commissioned as 

a Second Lieutenant in Army Aviation.  He attended military Flight School and gained qualifications in 3 

separate aircraft, including the AH-1 Cobra. Both prior to and after completion of Flight School, Mike 

attended multiple Military ground combat schools and then volunteered for duty station in Korea. He 

served as a Cobra Attack Helicopter Platoon Leader, Company Executive Officer and Unit Trainer while in 

Korea.  After his Korea tour of duty was complete Mike was selected to attend Helicopter Instructor Pilot 

training and serve as an instructor at the US Army Aviation Center.  While serving as an Instructor Pilot 

Mike volunteered for a deployment to Kosovo, to participate in War Criminal Tracking and Search and 

Rescue Operations.  He returned from Europe and was recruited by Army Special Operations to assess  

for the Army's only Special Operations Aviation Regiment- “The Night Stalkers”. Mike assessed 

successfully and was trained into this prestigious unit he gained qualifications in three more aircraft and 

completed numerous classified programs to prepare for service throughout the US Special Operations 

Command.  Mike completed multiple deployments throughout the world and was selected to serve as 

the liaison officer to numerous Special Operations units within the Army, Navy and Federal Government. 

He attended more dedicated Special Operations training and qualification courses with these units. He 

accepted Ground operational deployments with these units as well. Mike left active duty in service in 

2004 but immediately returned to Iraq as the lead pilot of the US Departments of States Ambassador 

Protective Detail, providing Helicopter Support to Military and U.S. Government Convoys and Ground 

Operations. Mike returned from Iraq to run the largest commercial Special Operations Training Facility in 

the US currently, as a Federal Government Employee, Mike manages the training at a facility in the SE 

United States. 

To Whom it may Concern, 

I am (Buzz) Mendenhall.  I retired from the US Army, as a Master Sergeant 18ZW3 (Green Beret), with 27 

years of Military Service. 

My wife and I are the owners of Range TEC, Range Training Enforced Confidence, Training and Security 

LLC.  Range Tec is a high treat shooting school, with a World Class Range Facility. 

Asa Team guy on an ODA, I went to S.O.T.I.C, (Special Operation Target Interdiction Course), WHICH IS A 

Level 1 Special Forces Sniper School.  This brings me to want to talk about the Larry Crow Sniper System.  

When Larry first brought his Sniper System to my Range to demonstrate, I knew I was experiencing 

something special and unique! The way you can attach different barrels because of the design of the CEG 

Action is genius! The CEG System allows you to change barrels from 338 Lapua, to a .308. to a 6.5 

Creedmoor, to a 5.56 mm.  All you need to do is know your bullet drop adjustments for each caliber 

chosen. The Larry Crow Sniper System is a game changer with its Extreme Accuracy, and IS A GAME 

CHANGER. The Larry Crow Sniper System needs to be introduced to S.O.C.O.M., and used in the War on 

Terrorism. 

Respectfully submitted, 

 MSG Wayne Mendenhall Army Special Force Retired, CEO OF Range TEC Training,   rangetec.com 



And Security 

 

 


